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Today's objectives

Understand the goal of phylogenetic comparative methods.

Models of trait evolution:

• Brownian motion

• Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
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Onto the next adventure

Phylogenetic inference→ estimating relationships between taxa

Phylogenetic comparative methods (PCMs)→ to test hypotheses about
characteristics or traits that drive the diversification of species
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Phylogenetic comparative methods

Aim: to test hypotheses about characteristics or traits that drive the
diversification of species.
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Extinction

Omnivore
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Speciation

• How did traits evolve through time? • What factors or traits drive speciation & extinction? • Why are
some lineages more specious? • When and why do we see shifts in diversification? • What are the
features of extinct ancestors?

Cornwell & Nakagawa (2017) Phylogenetic comparative methods.
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2017.03.049


Phylogenetic comparative methods

There are two types of traits: discrete (e.g. biogeographic area) and
continuous (e.g. body size).

Next we’ll focus on continuous trait models.
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There are now a huge number of PCMs

Summary of Phylogenetic Comparative
Methods - by 

What kind of trait do I have?

Discrete

 
Evolutionary models for

rate estimation

Makov k-state
models

Ancestral character state estimation Bayesian (e.g., )BayesTraits

Maximum likelihood (using Marvok -state Models)k

Continuous

(If the response variable is continuous)
Inference

Evolutionary models
[

]
remember to include

intraspecific variation

Ancestral character estimation 
Squared-change Parsimony

Bayesian (  and )BayesTraits bayou

 Maximum-Likelihood

Brownian Motion

 Phylogenetic "Signal" Mantel test and correlogram

Pagel's Lambda

 (correlogram)
= Abouheif's 
Moran's I

C

R2 of PVR

I have a mismatch
between traits and phylogeny, what do I do?

More species in the phylogeny
than trait data available? or PEM PVR

Brownie

Orsntein-Uhlenbeck (OU)

Trend

Early Burst

Non-weighted

Phylogenetic eigenVector Regression

Blomberg's K  and without with intraspecific variation

Detection of multiple adaptive peaks
and estimation of OU parameters

Symmetric

All Rates Differ (ARD)

Stochastic Character Mapping
(phytools::make.simmap)

Phylogenetic "signal"
Fritz's D

Mantel

I have a topology without
branch lengths, what do I do?

Incorporate uncertainty
in branch length in the analysis using
a scalar - geiger::rescale or BayesTraits

Pagel's delta

Pagel's Kappa

ape::compute.brlen(phy, method="Grafen")
Grafen's rho

Custom matrix

Pagel's lambda

(e.g.,  and BayesTraits)
Imputation of missing data

Rphylopars

More trait data than species
sampled in the phylogeny?

Permutation by
"phylogenetically equivalent" species

(e.g.,  and )phyndr taxonlookup

PASTIS

Infer your own tree 

Pipelines (e.g., , )SUPERSMART phyloGenerator

Supermatrix

Supertree

Phylotargeting

PGLS

package OUwie

 and Variable Rates model in BayesTraits for
automatically detecting rate shifts
geiger::auteur

Detecting regime shifts
automatically

package SURFACE

package ouch

package l1ou

Model adequacy issue
(packages , , and )Arbutus pmc sensiPhy

Fitting multiple VCV matrices to a phylogeny
(phytools::evol.vcv or package )ratematrix

 for complex
hierarchical/nested designs

or non-Gaussian phenotypic traits

Mixed-effects models

Weighted

Decomposition of Rao's Quadratic Entropy
along the nodes of a phylogeny

Decomposition of Rao's Quadratic Entropy
along the nodes of a phylogeny

Assign an arbitrary branch length
(but use it with caution, at your own risk, and

as a last resort)
ape::compute.brlen(phy, 1)

package SLOUCH

Phylogenetic ANCOVA

package OUwie

Why the hell am I using quotes in "signal"? Read this

(e.g., derived from Geometric morphometrics)
Multivariate

Fitting evolutionary models

Estimation of evolutionary rates

Inference

Comparing rates between compartments of
a multidimensional trait - modularity

Comparing rates of evolution
between trees

 Comparing rates of evolution

phytools::evol.rate.mcmc

The :
before using any method, read
the publication thoroughly, not
complying may cause rejection
of manuscripts.  is a good place
to start

Surgeon general warns

Here

Phylogenetic ANOVA

 to  (PICs)
when using BM
equivalent Phylogenetic Independent Contrasts

(if the response variable is categorical with...)
Inference

... more than two levels...

... ordered

... two levels

(  or ::phyloglm)
Phylogenetic logistic regression
MCMCglmm phylolm

(two discrete, or one discrete and one continuous trait)
Threshold Model

Correlation of transition rates of binary traits
Pagel's method

 for models with evolutionary time lagmvSLOUCH

Methods for synthesis
Phylogenetic meta-analysis

Phylogenetic Path analysis

package bayou

Squared-change parsimony

with intraspecific variation
in the response trait

Ordination

Unconstrained/Factor Analysis

Constrained/Canonical

Phylogenetic Principal Component Analysis

Phylogenetic Canonical Correlation Analysis

 with family="ordinal" (probit link)MCMCglmm

package MCMCglmm

Canonical Phylogenetic Ordination

Bayesian Hierarchical Regression Models
package brms

... unordered
MCMCglmm with family="categorical" (logit link)

FPK model

Models that incorporate  and 
 between lineages

competition biogeography +
competition

shifts in allometric relationships

Detect jumps in evolutionary rates
levolution

Delayed-response
phylogenetic correlation

Autoregressive method

with missing data - Rphylopars

non-stationarity in the
relationship between continuous traits
bayou::makeBayouModel

Blomberg's K for multiple traits

package mvmorph

Phylogenetic Factor Analysis

non-linear relationships

Pulsed evolution - Lévy Process

Rate shift considering
fossil data ( )RRphylo

RRPP

correlation using Mk model
with hidden states ( )corHMM

 (corHMM)with hidden states

Detecting shifts in multivariate
correlated traits package PhylogeneticEM

PGLS for multivariate traits

fitting BM, EB, OU with Penalized LIkelihood

Allow heterogeneity
in transition rates
for MultiState traits among clades
(BayesTraits)

Non-Gaussian traits, se here

RegOU

 for non-stationary
relationships
Phylogenetically weighted regression

Automatically find
rate shifts

Estimate rates for
phenotypic sequence

Mixed Gaussian Phylogenetic Models

Equal rates

Memoryless models

threshold model

With intraspecific variation

phylomorphospace

With rate heterogeneity

Explore Diogo Provete’s infographic to learn more.
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https://coggle.it/diagram/WhbkkxE2BAAB0R0m/t/summary-of-phylogenetic-comparative-methods-diogo-b-provete


Where do phylogenetic comparative methods fit in?

Phylognetic data collection

A T G C

A T G C 0 1 0 1

0 1 0 1

Inia 0 Ma

Tursiops 5.3 – 0 Ma

Isthminia † 5 – 2 Ma

Eurhinodelphis † 12 – 9 Ma

Analysis in 
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PCMBaseX11 X21 X31 ... XN1

X12 X22 X32 ... XN2
         ...
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matrix of N taxa & k traits

0 1 0 1

A.
Output part 1

CT scanning
Trait data 
collection Output part 2D.

B.

C.

E.

F.

G.

Example project workflow combining phylogenetic inference and PCMs. It is becoming increasingly
possible to do both simultaneously (and this might even be preferable).
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Comparative methods
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Adams & Collyer (2019) Annual Reviews Eco Evo Sys. Phylogenetic comparative methods and the evolution
of multivariate phenotypes
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https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev-ecolsys-110218-024555


Phylogenetic non-independence

Felsenstein (1985) American Naturalist
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Phylogenetic non-independence

Felsenstein (1985) American Naturalist
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Phylogenetic non-independence

Felsenstein (1985) American Naturalist
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Taking phylogenetic non-independence into account

The problem: species in the same clade are more similar because of their
shared evolutionary history.

Regression analysis assumes individual data points are statistically
independent – this assumption is violated for species data.

Phylogenetic independent contrasts (PIC) and phylogenetic generalised least squares (PGLS)
are two early approaches that take phylogenetic non-independent into account in the study
of trait evolution.
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Taking phylogenetic non-independence into account

The red line would be the slope of a standard least squares regression.

Image source: Laura Soul’s PCM tutorial. Adapted from Nunn and Barton (2001).
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https://dwbapst.github.io/PaleoSoc_phylo_short_course_2019/articles/module_09_worked_PCM_example/module_08.html
https://doi.org/10.1002/evan.1019


Model's of continuous trait evolution

applied to mammals

Slides borrowed from Graham Slater’s phylosemiar.

See also Slater (2013). Methods Evolution & Ecology.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDe2wbkSv5Q&t=2764s
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/2041-210X.12084


Brownian motion is a diversifying process 
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rubber band parameter α

OU is an equilibrium process

rate σ2

starting state starting state
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time

ph
en

ot
yp

e
Brownian motion
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck

BM and OU simulated at the same rate give very 
different disparities
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variation in mode 

evolution constrained

evolution 
unconstrained

Mesozoic Cenozoic
T J PgK Ng

body size
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3 paleo-motivated models for mammalian 
body size evolution

Mesozoic Cenozoic

BM rate 1 BM rate 2

K-Pg Shift

Mesozoic Cenozoic

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck BM

ecological release

Mesozoic Cenozoic

BM*

release and radiate

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
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Continuous trait models in Bayesian

inference



Bayesian phylogenetic dating
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0
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Recap: Bayesian phylogenetic dating requires threemodel
components

• The substitution model← describes how sites evolve over time.

• The clock model← describes how evolutionary rates vary across the tree.

• The tree model← describes how trees grow over time. Temporal evidence
is included here.

 λ μ
ρ

0

1

Substitution
model

Clock
model

Tree and tree
model
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Continuous trait models can be used to build trees

Parins-Fukuchi (2018) Sys Bio. Use of continuous traits can improve morphological phylogenetics.
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https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article/67/2/328/4102005


Continuous trait models can be used to build dated trees

Álvarez et al. (2019) Sys Bio. Bayesian estimation of divergence times using correlated quantitative
characters.
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https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article/68/6/967/5366706


Summary of what we can do with continuous trait models

1. Test hypotheses about evolutionary process

2. Build trees

3. Date trees
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The "dark side" of PCMs

Tree uncertainty, trait uncertainty,
model uncertainty.

Limitations of methods are rarely
addressed or well documented.

Cooper et al. (2016) MEE. Shedding light on the ”dark side” of phylogenetic comparative methods.

See also Cornwell & Nakagawa (2017) Current Biology. Phylogenetic comparative methods primer.
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https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/2041-210X.12533
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2017.03.049


The "dark side'' of PCMs

Make sure the method is appropriate for your question and data.

Try to understand the method assumption and limitations.

Don’t over-interpret your results.

Taking phylogenetic history into account often gives you more information
than ignoring it.
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The bright side of PCMs?

Simulations show that incorporating fossil information improves our ability to
distinguish among models of quantitative trait evolution using comparative
data.

Slater et al. (2012). Evolution.
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https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1558-5646.2012.01723.x


The bright side of PCMs?
610 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 64

As such, our assessment of the success of CBPs in
capturing evolutionary processes and patterns should
be viewed as maximally optimistic and our results
should not be taken as evidence for or against the
capacity of these methods to capture real patterns. In
particular, because our trait data are simulated, none of
the analyses provide any information on real patterns in
these groups.

Conversion of Taxonomies and Cladograms into Phylogenies:
Tree Construction and Time-Scaling

All tree manipulation and analyses were performed in
the R software environment (3.0.2; R Core Team 2013).
Topologies derived from cladograms and taxonomies
were time-scaled in order to produce phylogenies
(method outlined below). References and details
for the source topologies are shown in online
Appendix 1. All data sets are at the generic level
except that for tetraodontiform fishes, where species-
level classifications and range data were available. When
selecting cladograms we used whichever tree topology
the original authors had applied for phylogenetic
comparative analyses (if included), or the topology
preferred by the original authors in the absence of
further analyses within the publication. This was
to ensure that our data set included topologies
that would be the most likely to be accepted for
use with PCMs incorporating paleontological data.
Our data set therefore included solutions arising
from Bayesian, maximum-likelihood and maximum
parsimony inference. The literature used to obtain
taxonomies only contained one classification scheme for
each clade, and this was converted in to a tree structure
as a series of nested polytomies corresponding to each
taxonomic rank (Fig. 1).

Taxonomies by nature contain many polytomies
when directly plotted as trees (e.g., if there are five
genera contained within one family, these genera would
be depicted as a single multichotomy, unless sub-
familial relationships had been proposed). These were
left as hard polytomies to represent the maximum
amount of resolution based on available information,
except where the PCM required a fully resolved
tree (mode of evolution). In preliminary analyses
(Supplementary Material: Results, available on Dryad),
executing simulations where (i) taxonomies were
randomly resolved before time-scaling or (ii) random
trees used for comparison were collapsed to have the
same number of internal nodes as the TBP did not
make a notable or systematic difference to the outcome.
This is consistent with previous work showing that the
inclusion of polytomies in a phylogeny for a PCM does
not bias the result and has a negligible effect on the rate
of type I error (Garland and Diaz-Uriarte 1999; Stone
2011). Housworth and Martins (2001) provide a method
by which error caused by uncertainty in relationships
within a polytomy can be incorporated into estimates of
error bounds for the test statistic in a PCM.
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FIGURE 1. Method for converting a taxonomic classification to a
cladogram that can then be time-scaled with fossil range data to make
a phylogeny. Taxa that are in the same group at a particular rank are
combined in a polytomy, starting at the genus level and moving toward
the root of the tree. a) The original classification as published. b) The
resulting cladogram after conversion, before time-scaling.

Cladograms of extinct taxa can be scaled according
to the first appearance date (FAD) of each taxon to
generate phylogenies with branch lengths representing
the amount of time since sister taxa diverged (Lloyd et al.
2012; Bapst 2013, 2014). The branch lengths are estimated
based on the FAD of each taxon in the fossil record,
and the assumption that the divergence between two
lineages must have occurred, at the latest, at the FAD of
the older taxon. Some analyses also require an estimate
of the last appearance date of a taxon (e.g., measuring the
phylogenetic clustering of extinction) to estimate a taxon
duration. First and last possible appearance dates for all
taxa derived principally from the Paleobiology Database
(PaleoBioDB; www.paleobiodb.org last accessed March
30, 2015). These data were modified where the taxon was
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Soul & Friedman (2015). Sys Bio. Taxonomy and phylogeny can yield comparable results in comparative
palaeontological analyses.
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The bright side of PCMs?

Soul & Friedman (2015). Sys Bio. Taxonomy and phylogeny can yield comparable results in comparative
palaeontological analyses.
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Take homes

Species as data points are not independent.

PCMs provide a statistical approach for studying the evolution of traits in a
phylogenetic framework (among other things).

PCMs also have a dark side — they are statistical methods after all!
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https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/2041-210X.12533


Further reading

The PCM community it very R centric!

Laura Soul & David Wright have an excellent introductory tutorial for doing
PCMs using R.

Luke Harmon has a brilliant online book all about PCMs.

Check out Graham Slater’s phylosemiar to learn more about fossils and
PCMs.
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https://dwbapst.github.io/PaleoSoc_phylo_short_course_2019/articles/module_09_worked_PCM_example/module_08.html
https://lukejharmon.github.io/pcm/chapter1_introduction/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDe2wbkSv5Q&t=2764s

